
Elephant Interaction

R 910.00

For those who would like to meet the Camp Jabulani Elephants up close and personal, the Elephant Interaction is the 

ideal activity which takes place daily at 06:30 in the morning. A ranger will take the guests to where the Elephants are 

in order to have a 90 minute interaction which will be presented by a qualified elephant handler. Guests will have the 

opportunity to touch and feed these magnificent animals, while learning a little more about them as well as enjoying 

terrific photogrpahic possibilities.

R 1 760.00 per person

Tel: +27 12 368 0600     Fax: +27 12 368 0880

Leopard Court, 56 Jerome Road, Lynnwood Glen, Pretoria, PO Box 912-031, Silverton, 0127

ACTIVITY RATES 2018 (valid from 1 Jan 2019 - 31 Dec 2019)

KAPAMA GAME RESERVE

Visit to the Hoedspruit Centre for
per person

Exclusive Safari Vehicle

R 5 140.00

This is only done in the very early hours of the mornings and guests are taken to the point of departure just before 

sunrise. By arrival the balloons will have been prepared for launch and guests will be briefed and then will have to get 

into the basket. A very scenic trip will follow close to the Drakensberg mountain range which is rated as a very 

memorable experience to the majority of guests. The landing can be a bit rough but worthwhile for such a wonderful 

experience.

Hot Air

Balloon Experience

An option is given to guests to book a private vehicle for those who want to do specific photography or guests just 

wanting a private game experience. The offer of a private vehicle is subject to availability. 

(Per Day)

This is an ideal activity for the restless to fill up the morning after breakfast. A guide will take the guests to the facility 

where Cheetahs and a number of other rehabilitated animals can be viewed at close range. An educational video will be 

shown to explain the projects taken on by this unique establishment. A guided tour will follow to view the cheetahs and 

other animals.

Endangered Species

R 5 500.00

per person (adult)

per vehicle
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Per Person

and bottle of wine)

Romantic Sleep Out R 7 000.00

Per couple additional to

R 2 500.00

On the Romantic Deck, a bush bedroom is set up to accommodate a couple for the night with secure access and as many 

of the room comforts as are practically possible, mosquito net, mattress, linen, bedside table, toilet & bush vanity 

table. 

The guests are given the option to either go out at sunset or after dinner depending on their personal preference. For 

those leaving at sunset a delicious dinner will be prepared on site, having the opportunity to spend the hours of dusk, 

relaxing, absorbing the beauty of the African bushveld with the Drakensberg mountains as backdrop as it transforms 

from day to night. 

The Romantic Deck is completely private and secluded allowing the guest the unique experience of being completely 

alone in the wilderness - an experience that few places in the world can truly offer. After the ranger has taken the 

guests to the Romantic deck and ensured that they are perfectly safe he will return to the Lodge. As dawn breaks the 

guests will either be able to call the Lodge with their radio or await their collection by the Ranger at the pre-arranged 

time. 

accommodation

(Including private meal

Not only does the Panorama Route offer the most remarkable views over the Lowveld, it is also home to a number of 

phenomenal geographical features, such as waterfalls, gorges, potholes as well as the 3rd largest, and greenest, canyon 

in the world – the Blyde River Canyon.  Time permitting; your qualified panorama guide will take you to the Three 

Rondawels to enjoy views the canyon below, Bourkes Luck Potholes, Lisbon and/or Berlin Falls, pinnacle point and God’s 

Window, where Northern Drakensberg plunges 900m to the Lowveld. Complete the experience with an optional light 

lunch at the infamous Harries Pancakes in Graskop.  

 

Rate Includes

Qualified Panorama Guide

All Entry Fees on the panorama route

Bottled Mineral Water

 

A Light lunch at Harries Pancakes can be included for an additional charge per person.

The day is steeped in exquisite beauty, while your expert guide points out the finest view points and relates the history 

of the regions hardy pioneers. The old wagon trail from the “highveld” to the “lowveld” can still be seen on the Abel 

Erasmus pass.

Departs: 09h00     Returns: +/-15h30

(Min 2 people)
Panoramic Tour
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